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elcome to 2013! ROARSHOCK PAGE

begins the New Year filled with optimism,
as in Volume 6 a new experiment begins
with the serialization of what may be the first novel
composted most entirely from SPAM! Please enjoy excerpts from Real Replica Watches by Anon of Ibid.
REAL REPLICA WATCHES
FIRST HOUR: BULLSHIT D. SALVAGEABLE
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung seemed to come out of a deep
reverie. Yes, he said, instructions. Yes, the first task. He
moved forward into the firelight. Close up, he thought
there was only one day in the week when he could work
(he made the compound substance produce over twenty
four conclusions that night). The storm seemed to
choke him through the open door. Suddenly the weird
cry of a wolf came up from the creek. Oversleep Q.
Kaohsiung thought, “Everyman’s dream: a beautiful,
naked woman that you get to pose any way you want!”
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung wanted to get more into TV.
He was interning at a television studio, and being
charged with violating policy unwillingly! View Our
Wholesale Replica Watches Today! Become the Rev
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung, who spoke: “Very well, Envies Q. Murderous, would it break your heart, if sometimes I wish I was learning French?” Without the slightest preparation, Envies Q. Murderous turned putting her
whole heart into her work, hoping of praise from the
world, thinking: “Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung really has a
new plan and pleasant things. There should be pleasant
things, and pleasant things representing life, remembered expectations deceived and leave me all alone, do
you?” Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung listened well, but found
vocabulary of the cough words wine society dead. He
walked up toward Envies Q. Murderous’ desk, as before
said, in support of some delicate history. Envies Q.
Murderous forgot she was not alone, picturing a snake
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in her usual voice, addressing Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung,
entirely forgetting, laughing and whispering, while beyond the storm continued to rage furiously as a supplement to the Adventures of Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung. He
sat unquenchable, restless spirit over verse canvas kept
in sweet strict successful solitary confinement, and talk
raspy beneath lines written in another hand. In spite of
his impulsive repugnance to change address, it will soon
pass with color bee money to commence on the morrow,
visiting on earth with a shaking jealous hand. He was a
man of never the truth that anticipated pleasures to taste
the country market girl. You have told your coachman,
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung, summer drive as usual. Tell
me the history of this old sane man, jealous from love,
and dragged howling from the room. The glimpse perception also annihilated body heat in relative position to
certain conditions easily rendered slave of syllables separate and distinct from significance. All these explained
and altered with ease, or to avoid defeat of any kind,
and so not know that Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung found it
necessary to coin words. Honey called sweet because it
contains sweetness to shyly attract and hold the attention of Envies Q. Murderous, who meanwhile went garden cooing on misspelled miniature step, and the wind
blew strongly as these quaint wine dreams have come,
infinite as the sea, and her love as deep. The most elated
vague garden and wild thoughts passed through the
dream of smoke visible. Envies Q. Murderous saw that
misspelled old man broadcast destruction that sped the
minister to the point of true thought conspiracy, but
soon kiss, laugh and refresh, the lord Oversleep Q.
Kaohsiung was delirious until he attempted a grin dark
along the graceful road. "You see," said stung Envies
Q. Murderous, “Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung might be
teased to death,” she added, anxiously and entirely forgetting the moth tongued gentrified old shrimp. News:
Monthly digest related. Get the really high quality you
deserve!
— Anon of Ibid
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JANUARY ALMANAC
01/01
01/03 1892
01/04 1958
1959
01/06
01/08 1982
01/11
2007
01/13 888
01/17 1929

TO MAKE THINGS GROW ON EARTH

01/18 1932
01/22 1506
01/23 1912
01/24 1918

As the mist clears
and the thunder roars
the rain begins to pour
so the people close their doors.

01/26
01/31 1961

They hear the hammer hit the stone
and see the lightning flash.
They look up above, in the clouds
and see the figure of Thor
and up above, see the smith
who forges the lightning for Thor.

NEW YEAR’S DAY
J. R. R. Tolkien was born.
Sputnik 1 falls to Earth from its orbit.
Luna 1 became the first spacecraft to
reach the vicinity of the Moon.
EPIPHANY
The breakup of AT&T.
NEW MOON
Robert Anton Wilson died in California.
Odo, Count of Paris became King of the
Franks.
Popeye the Sailor Man first appeared in
Thimble Theatre comics by Elzie Segar.
Robert Anton Wilson born in Brooklyn.
First Swiss Guards arrived at the Vatican.
International Opium Convention signed at
The Hague.
Gregorian calendar introduced in Russia
by decree of the Council of People's
Commissars effective February 14.
FULL WOLF MOON
Ham the Chimp travels into outer space
aboard Mercury-Redstone 2.

Many More Almanac Items Online Now!
www.roarshock.net/almanac.html
Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to be
considered for inclusion in future issues.

But it’s only to make things grow
on earth.
— D. A. Wilson

Limited copies of D. A. Wilson’s chapbook, First Hours of a
Rainy Day and Other Poems, can be acquired, by inquiry, as
can original printings of some ROARSHOCK PAGE issues
from the turn of the century.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 6, Number 2 will be available
February 2, 2013.

HIGH SIERRA
ROARSHOCK PAGE

The lake is ice blue
and higher
are the white peaks
where ice giants play.
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The mountains gleam from far away.
In the sunset on the lake
the shaggy man howls at the wind.
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— D. A. Wilson
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